Registration for Master Thesis or Short Project I and II
Neural Systems and Computation

Note: In addition to filling this form, you need to register to the UZH electronically, using the online module booking system (https://www.students.uzh.ch/en/booking.html)

Family name ........................................ First name ........................................

Start date ........................................ End date* ........................................

For MSc Thesis: Number of ECTS collected during Thesis Project (excluding Thesis itself): ..........

Supervisor’s approval: ........................................

*Students are not required to work full time on their Thesis, they have the freedom to go about other curricular activities during their Thesis work. In this case, the Thesis’ duration increases accordingly (the total work time must sum up to at most 9 or 6 months full time, including the write up). 5 ECTS are equivalent to one month of work and 1 ECTS to 0.2 months (ECTS are discounted as a function of the time since semester start). Example: you will follow two courses worth 3 ECTS each during a long Thesis Project. The hand-in date of your Thesis is calculated as follows: Starting date + 9 months + 1.2 months. Your supervisor must verify and approve the Project’s start and ending dates.

☐ 9-month Master Thesis worth 45 ECTS (INI503)
   (to be signed by at least one supervisor with promotion privileges)

☐ 6-month Master Thesis worth 29 ECTS (INI504)
   (to be signed by at least one supervisor with promotion privileges)

☐ Short Project I worth 8 ECTS (INI505)
☐ Short Project II worth 8 ECTS (INI506)

Title ........................................................................................................................................

☐ I have read the following document concerning plagiarism
   http://www.uzh.ch/de/studies/teaching/plagiate.html

Particulars of NSC supervisor you are working with

Name ........................................ Date ...................... Signature .................................

If your Master Thesis or Short Project will not be completed at INI, please fill in this additional information

Name of institution ...........................................................................................................

Name of the person responsible ............................................................................................

Email/phone of the person responsible ...................................................................................

For the Thesis (long or short):
If the supervisor you are working with is not an NSC professor, add the name of a NSC professor

Name ........................................ Date ...................... Signature .................................

For short projects:
If the supervisor you are working with is not an NSC mentor, add the name of a NSC mentor

Name ........................................ Date ...................... Signature .................................